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Guidelines for COVID-19

COVID-19 pandemic has influenced our life and living to a great extent. The Institute is planning about
allowing the students to return to the Campus. Cooperation of everyone is required to achieve the objective.
All the students are advised to strictly follow the guidelines and protocols laid down by Government of
Bihar and MIT Muzaffarpur during the COVID-19 pandemic. Before return to the Campus, the students
and their parents are requested to carefully read the guidelines and protocols.

1.Student must carry his/her Institute ID Card while coming to the Campus.

2.Every student should have the “Aarogya Setu” app installed on his/her smartphone. Use of Aarogya Setu

by all in the Institute Campus is mandatory.

3.Students are advised to get vaccination of COVID-19 themself.

4.Students shall be allowed to enter through Main Gate of the Institute only. Gate No.4(Gate near BSNL

exchange) will be open at 6:00am and will be closed at 9:00pm everyday.

5.Students are directed to avoid unnecessary movement outside and even inside the campus after

7 PM.Students are suggested to focus on their studies.

6.If the students feel the symptoms of COVID-19 they are advised to inform immediately to the concerned

authority.

7.Students must strictly wear the face mask while going to Public Convenience Area/Common

Area/Mess/Class room/ Labs. They must maintain the social distance and not interact with any other

person. In case any student is found to be COVID-19 Positive, he/she has to inform immediately to

respective Institute authorities..

8.Everyone must sanitize hands often by washing with soap or hand sanitizers.

9.No hand shake is allowed. Maintain personal hygiene, washing of clothes daily and precautions with

regard to cleaning of common utility points like taps, showers, switches, etc. before use.

11.Use online mode of communication wherever possible including discussion with your guide/supervisor,

faculty, lab/office staff and friends. Avoid visiting any office directly.

12..Any kind of group celebration/gathering is not permitted.

13.Students will be allowed to enter the Department and work in the lab only on the production of Work

Pass and Institute ID Card.

14 HoD and Lab Staff must ensure that the lab area, furniture and equipment are properly disinfected before

start of the work.

15.While working in lab, all must maintain safe practices including wearing mask, social distancing and

maintaining safe environment.
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